
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Waikato Racing Club @ Paeroa Date: Thursday 9 January 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead(4), upgraded to Good(3) after R1 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), M Williamson, B Jones 
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: JUSTINTIME, CINNA MISS, DIVISSIMA, WAZUNGU, ALICE WEBB ELLIS, NOTHING TRIVIAL, KING’S 

FORTUNE 
Suspensions: Nil    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race  4 
 
6 

Mr P Lock RAMARRO 
$50 [Rule 616(3)]  Presented RAMARRO without notified gear (side winkers) 
A Forbes BORNTOBEKING 
$200 [Rule 330(3)(c)] Failure to make weight 

Warnings: Race  3 R Hutchings DIVISSIMA 
Shifting ground 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Race 6 BORNTOBEKING – 3 month stand down then clearance required 

Horse Actions: Race  1 BAY BUTTONS – warning barrier manners 

Medical Certificates: Clearances received from A Collett and D Nolan 

Rider Changes: Race  2 
3 
6 
6 

CINNA MISS, M Du Plessis for O Bosson (unwell) 
GRANITE, M Hills for O Bosson 
THE HOTZ, M Coleman for O Bosson 
BORNTOBEKING, K Myers for A Forbes (overweight) 

Late Scratchings: Nil    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PAEROA V8 & MOTORCYCLE SHOW 1350 

BAY BUTTONS (A Collett) proved difficult to load with trainer Mr G Hughes advised that a warning would be placed against 
the filly’s barrier manners.   
Approaching the 800 metres REIMS OF GOLD (D Nolan) shifted away from the running rail to assume a position one off the 
fence forcing PANAMBA (R Norvall) to race three wide for the remainder of the race. 
VELOCIOUS SATIN (O Bosson) was briefly held up approaching the 400 metres and shifted to the inside of I’MA 
COUNTRYGIRL (D Johnson) to obtain clear running.   
Following this race O Bosson stood down from his remaining rides advising he was unwell feeling the effects of wasting. 
Subsequent to race one the track was upgraded to Good(3). 

Race 2 ARGONAUT RACING & BREEDING 1350 

BAHRELLA (A Jones) was slow to begin after being fractious in the barriers. 
SENTEBALE (M Hills) began awkwardly shifting in with CINNA MISS (M Du Plessis) then shifting away from that runner 
abruptly hampering A PRETTY PENNY (T Wenn) which lost ground. 
Passing the 900 metres CINNA MISS was steadied off the heels of JENUWIN (D Johnson) with SENTEBALE then becoming 
awkwardly placed on the heels of CINNA MISS and racing ungenerously for a distance.  As a result ELECTRIC FIZZ (B Grylls) 
had to steady.   
SENTEBALE had to be steadied when running up on to heels passing the 500 metres.   
ELECTRIC FIZZ ducked outwards near the 250 metres having to be straightened. 
CINNA MISS was held up rounding the final turn and continued to have difficulty obtaining clear running until near the 150 



 

 

metres.   

Race 3 KEVIN GOULD ELECTRICAL 1150 

EL POTRO (A Forbes) and GRANITE (M Hills) were both slow to begin. 
MAIA’S ANGEL (M Cameron) and DOURO (L Innes) came together leaving the barriers. 
Passing the 1100 metres DOURO (L Innes) shifted out away from NOUS (D Johnson) crowding BOSWELL (S Collett) on to 
SILVERSMITH (K Myers) which had to be steadied.  BOSWELL was then placed in restricted room to the inside of DIVISSIMA 
(R Hutchings) which was shifting in with BOSWELL having to be steadied across that runner’s heels near the 1000 metres.  R 
Hutchings was issued with a warning.  
Going into the bend near the 800 metres EKSUUDE (T Thornton) had to be steadied when crowded for room by DIVISSIMA 
on the point of the bend when that runner was laying in.  R Hutchings was advised to exercise care. 
EL POTRO got its head up and raced ungenerously when being steadied passing the 800 metres. 
STYLISH ATTACK (M Sweeney) raced greenly when being steadied passing the 600 metres. 
THRILL (M Du Plessis) hung out rounding the final turn. 
EL POTRO ducked in near the 400 metres having to be corrected to avoid the heels of STYLISH ATTACK. 
DIVISSIMA raced greenly in the final straight. 
GRANITE was eased down in the final straight when well beaten.  Rider M Hills was of the opinion that the gelding had 
jarred up on the firm footing.  A post-race veterinary examination did not reveal any obvious abnormality with co-trainer 
Ms N Young advising that GRANITE would now be spelled.   

Race 4 COOMBE & ASSOCIATES 1150 

Trainer Mr P Lock was fined $50 after presenting RAMARRO (R Hutchings) to race without notified gear (side winkers). 
RUNNING SCARED (J Oliver) began awkwardly losing ground. 
LA PUNTA (M Du Plessis) was a little slow to begin before being further hampered by WAZUNGU (D Johnson) which lay in 
shortly after leaving the barriers.   
RAMARRO was obliged to race three wide, and raced ungenerously when being restrained in the early to middle stages. 
RUNNING SCARED got its head up and shifted out slightly when being steadied going into the 800 metre bend crowding 
HOODOO GURU (D Nolan).  LA PUNTA which was following HOODOO GURU also then had to be steadied and shifted out 
across heels making the turn awkwardly when racing keenly. 
CARE FREE MARAUDER (M Cameron) raced greenly near the 350 metres and ducked outwards abruptly becoming 
unbalanced.  HEAVEN CAN WAIT (S Collett) which was following CARE FREE MARAUDER was inconvenienced as a result.  
CARE FREE MARAUDER continued to race greenly for the remainder of the final straight. 

Race 5 AFFORDABLE FUNCTIONS 1150 

SIMBAAH (A Collett) shifted out leaving the barriers with A BEAUTIFUL KNIGHT (R Hutchings) shifting away from that 
runner crowding RIO ROSE (D Johnson) which had begun awkwardly. 
BRONDAN (B R Jones) had to be firmly restrained off the heels of ALICE WEBB ELLIS (M Du Plessis) near the 1000 metres.  
ALICE WEBB ELLIS and BRONDAN both then over-raced in the middle stages.   
DONNIE BRASCO (M Coleman) was inclined to over-race in the early and middle stages when three wide without cover, 
and ran wide rounding the final turn. 
SIMBAAH shifted outwards under pressure over the final stages.   

Race 6 PAEROA RACINGS FUNCTION CENTRE 2100 

A Forbes the declared rider for BORNTOBEKING was unable to make the weight being replaced by K Myers.  A Forbes was 
fined $200. 
QUICKASUCAN (T Thornton) began a little awkwardly forcing PUI PUI (M Du Plessis) inwards inconveniencing HEXIE HAO (R 
Hutchings). 
PUI PUI over-raced going into the first turn passing the 1900 metres, and continued to do so before being allowed to 
improve forward to lead near the 1100 metres.   
RAY’S GIRL (B Grylls) and QUICKASUCAN were held up rounding the final turn with QUICKASUCAN having to be steadied 
across heels to obtain clear running near the 350 metres.   
RAY’S GIRL shifted out across the heels of NOTHING TRIVIAL (M Cameron) near the 300 metres. 
THE HOTZ (M Coleman) and NOTHING TRIVIAL came together near the 300 metres.   
BORNTOBEKING (K Myers) returned to the enclosure with blood present in the nasal area and after undergoing a 
veterinary examination was confirmed as a bleeder being subject to the mandatory three month stand-down from racing.   
Trainer Mr J Pender advised that he would not be persevering with BORNTOBEKING as a racing proposition. 
M Coleman (THE HOTZ) reported that his mount had felt unsure of its footing rounding the first turn. 

Race 7 VALLEY BEARINGS & SUPPLIES 1670 

SPINMYWORLD (M Cameron) and STARCHEEKA (D Nolan) both began awkwardly. 
Passing the 1400 metres GAME CHANGER (C Dell) had to steady when becoming awkwardly placed inside the heels of 
KING’S FORTUNE (K Myers).  GAME CHANGER again steadied passing the 1100 metres when becoming awkwardly placed 
on the heels of KING’S FORTUNE. 
STARCHEEKA (D Nolan) was obliged to race wide without cover throughout. 



 

 

RUBY LIPS (R Smyth) lay out under pressure in the final straight inconveniencing HASSLE FREE (M Coleman) near the 200 
metres.   
When questioned M Cameron was unable to offer any excuses for the disappointing performance of SPINMYWORLD. 

 


